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Abstract 
This study compares the performance of various spatial prediction models which consider spatial dependence among 
the real estate data in spatial econometrics, spatial statistics, and semiparametric statistics. Thus far, surprisingly few 
researches have been conducted from this perspective. This study employs the dataset of apartment rent in the Tokyo 
23 wards for empirical comparison. This study in particular focuses on a geoadditive model which considers both 
spatial dependence and nonlinearity of a hedonic function, and suggests the predictive performance of this method 
superior to those of the traditional methods like kriging or EM type algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
A typical approach to predicting out-of-sample real estate data is the hedonic approach. Thus far, many 
empirical studies have suggested that considering spatial dependence among observations or error terms 
can enhance predictive accuracy [1]. Three major research fields that consider spatial dependence are 
spatial econometrics [2], spatial statistics [3], and semiparametric statistics [4]. Although the modeling 
techniques for considering spatial dependence in these fields are quite similar, they have not been 
compared extensively, and the availability of related literature is limited [5]. Some exceptions are the 
studies of [6]. In particular, from the viewpoint of spatial prediction, no significant empirical study has 
attempted to compare the predictive performance of the numerical models employed in these fields. 
Hence, the objective of this study is to empirically compare and discuss the predictive performance of the 
models developed in these fields. For this purpose, data on apartment rent and other variables—provided 
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by At Home Co., a provider of real estate market information and a relevant support service agency in 
Japan—was utilized. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief review of the 
methods for considering the spatial dependence developed in the three fields stated above. The models 
and data set employed in this study are described in sections 3 and 4, respectively. The empirical analysis 
is described in section 5. Finally, the section 6 concludes the paper. 
2. Literature review on spatial prediction models considering spatial dependence 
Can [7] and Dubin [8] are widely recognized as the first researchers to introduce spatial econometric 
and statistical techniques to the hedonic approach, respectively [7–8]. The introduction of these 
techniques was followed by numerous works on the spatial hedonic approach [9]. The models employed 
in spatial statistics and semiparametric statistics assume a continuous (sometimes, second-order 
stationary) spatial process in a continuous domain D [3, 10]. It should be noted that this assumption is not 
made for the observations (realizations) but for the domain and underlying spatial process. Hence, the 
relationship between the observations is the same as that between the data at a new (arbitrary) site sm and 
the observations if the new site is in the region D. For this reason, spatial prediction with spatial statistical 
models and semiparametric models is a highly intuitive technique. On the other hand, the models used in 
spatial econometrics are based on a discrete and countable subset of a domain D [3, 10]. Furthermore, 
these models typically structuralize the mutual dependence between the observations in each discrete zone 
using a spatial weight matrix (SWM). The structuralized dependence is changed if another SWM is 
utilized; hence, the derived parameters are valid only for the particular SWM. In other words, sites for 
which no real estate value is observed are excluded from the spatial econometric models; therefore, non-
observable real estate values or changes therein cannot be directly estimated by spatial econometrics 
models. It follows that the predictions made using spatial econometric models based on a SWM are not 
straightforward. Hence, spatial prediction with spatial econometric models has not been researched 
extensively. Certain remarkable exceptions include [11–12]. In this respect, Instead, the missing data 
imputation approach, that is, treating the out-of sample data as the randomly missing data, as suggested by 
Rubin (1976) [13] (missing at random (MAR)), and imputing the data using EM-type algorithm, has been 
developed [14]. 
In this study, the following spatial models have been adopted for empirical comparison: geographically 
weighted regression (GWR) model [15]; the EM type algorithm [14]; kriging model [3]; geoadditive 
model [16], and spatially adaptive penalized splines [17]. In fact spatial adaptivity is essentially equivalent 
to non-stationarity [18], and therefore the model developed by Krivobokova et al. (2008) [17] can be 
regarded as a covariance non-stationary model. For comparison, a practical method was employed for 
considering spatial dependence, that is, for introducing geo-specific (zone-specific) dummy variables. 
3. Spatial prediction models considering spatial dependence 
3.1. Basic model (OLS) 
Let the following standard multiple linear regression model represent the basic model: HE  oo Xy , 
where yo is an 1un  vector of the logarithm of the apartment rent (subscript o denotes the observation, 
while n denotes the number of observations), Xo is an knu  matrix of the apartment attributes, E is a 
1uk regression coefficient vector, H  is an 1un  vector of independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
errors. All parameters are estimated via the ordinary least squares (OLS) method. The predictor vector at 
the new sites sm (m =1, …, l) (where sm denotes the x y coordinate) is defined as Eˆˆ mm Xy  , where Xm 
denotes an kl u explanatory variable. 
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3.2. Dummy variables model (OLS_23) 
The simplest way for considering the spatial dependence is to introduce geo-specific dummy variables. 
The study area constitutes the 23 wards of Tokyo; hence, ward-specific dummy variables are introduced 
(e.g., they take the value 1 when a specific observation corresponds to the Minato ward or 0 otherwise). 
The Chiyoda ward is selected as the base to which no dummy variable is assigned. The dummy variables 
model is given by the following equation: HJE  ooo DXy , where Do is an 22un  ward-specific dummy 
variable vector, and J is an 122u regression coefficient vector. The predictor vector associated with the 
apartment rent at new sites is estimated as JE ˆˆˆ mmm DXy  , where Dm is an 22ul dummy variable vector. 
3.3. Missing data imputation model based on spatial autoregressive error model (EM) 
Let the entire data set y obey the multivariate normal distribution ),(~ 2:E [VXy N , where :2[V denotes 
the variance-covariance matrix of the complete data. Let the entire data set be represented as )|( mo yyy cc c , 
where )( c denotes the transpose of a vector or matrix. The corresponding explanatory variables matrix is 
represented as )|( mo XXX cc c . The estimates for the missing data and the parameters are obtained using 
an EM algorithm. The imputed value (conditional mean) for the missing data at the E-step is given 
by )ˆ(ˆˆˆˆ 1 E::E oooomomm XyXy   , where :oo denotes an nnu  variance-covariance matrix that 
corresponds to the observations and :mo denotes an nl u covariance matrix that corresponds to missing 
data and observations. This study assumes that error terms are modeled using a spatial autoregressive 
error model [2]; hence, the variance-covariance matrix is expressed as 
])()[( 1][
1
][
22  c WIWI OOVV [[ lnln: , where I[n+l] denotes an )()( lnln u  identity matrix, O denotes a spatial parameter, and W denotes an )()( lnln u SWM. Subscript [ ] denotes the dimension 
of a matrix. An inverse square distance-based spatial weight is used in this study. 
3.4. GWR model (GWR) 
The GWR model relies on a sequence of locally linear regressions to produce estimates for every point 
in space using a sub-sample of the data [19]. The weighted least squares (WLS) estimator for the 
regression coefficients is defined as   oiooioi yUXXUX cc 1Eˆ  where Ui denotes an nnu  matrix whose 
diagonal elements uij denote the weights of observations i, which in turn reflects the distance from all 
other observations j ( j = 1, …, n) [15]. The Gaussian function is used for uij, that is, )(exp 22 Kijij du   , 
where dij is the distance between the locations of observations i and j, and K is the kernel bandwidth. The 
bandwidth is typically calculated using cross validation. Once the bandwidth is estimated, the prediction 
of the rent value at another site is practically straightforward. The WLS estimator for the regression 
coefficients at the new site sm (in order to simplification, sm is assumed to correspond to a single site 
location here) is given by   omoomom yUXXUX cc 1Eˆ , where mU is an nnu  matrix whose diagonal 
elements denote the weights of observations at sm, which in turn reflects the distance between sm and the 
observations. The predictor for the new site is estimated as mmmy Eˆˆ c x , where mx denotes a 1uk  
explanatory variable vector.  
3.5. Kriging model (Kriging) 
The kriging predictor for new sites is given by )ˆ(ˆˆˆˆ 1 E66E oooomomm XyXy   , where 6oo denotes an 
nnu  variance-covariance matrix that corresponds to the observations and 6mo denotes an nl u covariance 
matrix that corresponds to missing data and observations. On the other hand, 6oo is defined 
as ][22 )( noo IH WIV  6 , where I[n] is an nnu identity matrix and H denotes an nnu correlation matrix.W2, V2, and I are the nugget, partial sill, and range respectively. The  ji, th element of H, Hij, is given by a 
correlation function in 2D , and the  ji, th element of 6oo is given by a covariance function C(si – sj), 
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which depends only on the Euclidean distance dij if covariance isotropy is assumed. As for the parameter 
estimation, the WLS method is used for the covariance function, and the estimated generalized least 
squares (EGLS) method is used for E[10]. As identified by [1], the assumption of covariance isotropy is 
not satisfied in many cases. Two different types of anisotropy have been observed—geometric and zonal 
anisotropy [10]. Specifically, geometric anisotropy is the anisotropy of range, and it can be easily 
removed using the linear transformation. On the other hand, zonal anisotropy is related to the anisotropy 
of sill, and to the best of the author's knowledge, a theoretically consistent method has not been 
established for zonal anisotropy thus far. Hence, in this study, covariance anisotropy is modeled in the 
same manner as geometric anisotropy. A spherical type function is used for the covariance in this study. 
3.6. Penalized spline additive model (AD) 
Hereafter, for the sake of simplicity, let us assume the following simple nonparametric additive model 
with two explanatory variables x1 and x2, say iiii xhxgy HE  )()( ,2,10 , where )(g  and )(h  are smooth 
functions of the explanatory variables iH and denotes normally and independently distributed (N.I.D.) 
error terms. According to [4], the penalized spline model is defined as 
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Where  )( Nx is equal to Nx  for Ntx  and 0 otherwise. N represents a knot. Next, let us replace the 
fixed effects b1,q and b2,q with the random effects u1,q and u2,q, that is, u1,q ),0(...~ 2,1 uNdii V  and u2,q 
),0(...~ 2,2 uNdii V ; this leads to a mixed model [4]. The mixed model representation of Eq. (1) is given by 
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Where the subscript for the dimension of O has been omitted for simplicity. The penalized least 
squares method is equivalent to the best linear unbiased prediction of the mixed model. If we define 
][
2
0][ nooVar IZZVy HVc { * and ][uVar{* , then the estimated best linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) of 
oy , E , u is given by: uZXy ˆˆˆ ooo  E , oooo yVXXVX 111 ˆ)ˆ(ˆ  cc E , )ˆ(ˆˆˆ 1 E* ooo XyVZu c  . The variance parameters in 
Eq. (2) are estimated via the restricted maximum likelihood (REML) method. The predictor of the new 
sites is given by uZXy ˆˆˆ mmm  E , where Zm is an Ql u  (Q=Q1+Q2) vector. 
3.7. Geoadditive model (GAD) 
The next step is to introduce the smooth function )(S  of the bivariate component 2Dis (i=1, …, 
n) to Eq. (2). Let us rewrite Zo as ]||[ ,2,1, sZZZZ oooo  , where 21,, sss ZZZ oo  , given by: 
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Where N  denotes the bivariate knots (location coordinates). The number of knots is estimated using 
the Clara algorithm [20]. Specifically, the number of knots is typically given 
by ))}4/(,50min(,10max{ nroundQk  . The mixed model representation of a geoadditive model 
is HE  uZXy ooo , with the random effects ],...,,,...,,,...,[ ,1,,21,2,11,1 21 c sssu QQQ uuuuuu  where  
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Furthermore, the correlation function in Eq. (3) is defined as ||||ln||||)( 2 hhh  C , a thin plate spline 
function [4]. The predictor of the new sites is estimated as uZXy ˆˆˆ mmm  E , where Zm is an Ql u  
(Q=Q1+Q2+Qs) vector with ]||[ ,2,1, sZZZZ mmmm  . It should be noted that 21,, sss ZZZ mm  . 1,sZm is an 
sQl u matrix whose elements are defined by the thin plate spline function.  
3.8. Spatially adaptive penalized spline (SAPS) 
The kriging and geoadditive models assume covariance stationarity. However, such an assumption 
may be invalid when the covariance structure spatially varies rapidly. Krivobokova et al. (2008) [17] 
proposed computationally effective methods to address covariance non-stationarity (adaptivity) by 
introducing locally varying variability of the smoothing parameter (variance) in the geoadditive model. 
Specifically, Eq. (4) was replaced by: 
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It should be noted that kr,W denotes the rth subknot of the kth variable, andW  denotes the bivariate knots 
selected using the Clara algorithm for the N  knots. The predictor of the new sites is given 
by uZXy ˆˆˆ mmm  E .  
4. Author Artwork 
4.1. Construction of references 
The data set of apartment rent and other parameters was provided by At Home Co., a provider of real 
estate market information and a relevant support service agency in Japan. The present study uses a sample 
of n=529 observations in 2006. The rent value used here is based on registration and not on transaction. 
However, discount negotiations are considerably rare in Japan, except in the case of high-grade rental 
residences. Therefore, the registered rent represents the market situation. Fig. 1 shows the locations of the 
apartments covered by this study, with their rent expressed in yen per month (in May 2010, 1 US dollar 
was approximately equal to 95 Japanese yen). The geographical distribution of the validation data is also 
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shown in Fig. 1. The dependent variable is the logarithm of apartment rent [yen per month]. The 
explanatory variables are “constant,” which represents the intercept; “train,” which represents the time 
taken to travel from the nearest station to central Tokyo by train or subway [min] with respect to the 
average time required to travel to Shinjuku, Tokyo or Otemachi; “BoT, Tokyo,” which represents the 
Toei subway that is operated by the Bureau of Tokyo Metropolitan Government [dummy]; “walk” or 
“bus,” which represents time taken to travel from the apartment to the nearest station either on foot or by 
bus [min]; “floor area (log),” which represents the logarithm of the apartment floor area [m2]; “age 
(sqr),” which represents the root square of apartment age [years]; “reinforced concrete,” which 
represents the reinforced concrete structure [dummy]; “parking lot,” which represents the parking facility 
[dummy]; and “self-locking,” which represents an apartment with a self-locking facility [dummy]. 
4.2. Construction of references 
In this study, the predictive performance of the following eleven models is empirically compared: basic 
model (OLS | 3.1), dummy variables for the model of the 23 wards of Tokyo (OLS_23 | 3.2), EM 
algorithm (EM | 3.3), GWR model (GWR | 3.4), kriging model derived through an isotropic spatial 
process (kriging_iso. | 3.5), kriging model derived through an anisotropic spatial process (kriging_aniso. | 
3.5), additive model (AD | 3.6), additive model appended with 23 dummy variables (AD_23 | 3.6), 
geoadditive model (GAD | 3.7), geoadditive model appended with 23 dummy variables (GAD_23 | 3.7), 
spatially adaptive penalized spline (SAPS | 3.8), where )(x  and )( in )|( x denote the abbreviates of the 
models and the section numbers for the description of the models, respectively. The predictive accuracy of 
each mode is assessed using the root mean square percentage error (RMSPE). From the viewpoint of real 
estate practice, the real-scale assessment is more useful, and it may provide relevant results. Hence, the 
prediction results are back-transformed according to the following equation (RMSPE_transform). Such 
back-transformation yields the median estimator [21]. 
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5. Empirical results 
5.1. Construction of references 
Table 1 summarizes the results of the parameter estimation using the OLS and OLS_23 models. The 
adjusted R2 is estimated to be equal to 0.87 and 0.93, respectively, suggesting a satisfactory fit to the 
observations. The signs of the estimates are intuitively acceptable. The dummy variables used for the 23 
wards of Tokyo are statistically significant at the 5% level, except for those for the Shinjuku, Meguro, 
and Shibuya wards. In the Tokyo 23 wards, rent is high in southwest areas and low in northeast areas. 
Such trend (spatial heterogeneity) can successfully be captured by using geo-specific dummy variables. 
For the EM algorithm, the spatial parameter is estimated to be equal to 0.83, suggesting a positive spatial 
autocorrelation, and the bandwidth of GWR model is estimated to be equal to 1.633. 
For the Kriging_aniso model, a variogram is drawn along the four axes ( $45 clockwise from north), as 
shown in Fig. 2. Since the range within the angle is about half that within the $45 angle, the anisotropy 
ratio is set to G = 0.5. However, Fig. 2 clearly indicates the presence of not only range but also sill 
anisotropy. This may partly be caused by the existence of drift (first order trend), and therefore we 
conducted to add x y coordinates to the explanatory variables, but the final prediction results did not 
change significantly. Hence we show the results in which x y coordinates are not used. 
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The nonlinear effects of variables are tested via the (restricted) likelihood ratio test. If the linearity 
assumption is not satisfied, an alternative variable is introduced. However, in the case of the SAPS model, 
only non-stationary spatial smoothing effects are considered, and the remaining variables are introduced 
as linear effects. The reason behind this choice is the difficulty in estimating the model parameters when 
the nonlinear effects of the spatial term and the other variables are considered. Some of the parameter 
estimates are also summarized in Tables 1. Fig. 3 shows the nonlinear components of the AD model. The 
shaded region represents plus and minus twice the estimated (clockwise) standard error. The degree of 
freedom for the variable floor area (log) is estimated as 6.849, and the structure change around the value 
1.8 is successfully modeled. 50 knots (for GAD, GAD_23, and SAPS) and 12 subknots (for SAPS) are 
selected using the Clara algorithm. 
5.2. Predictive accuracy assessment 
Table 2 summarizes the RMSPE and RMSPE_tranfrom of all 11 models. The predictive accuracy of 
the OLS_23 model as well as that of spatial models is significantly improved, as compared to that of the 
OLS model. The predictive accuracy of the GAD and GAD_23 models is the highest among all the 
models examined in this study. In particular, models which consider only the spatial dependence of 
observations, i.e., OLS_23, Kriging, EM, GWR, and SAPS (hereafter, spatial models), demonstrate 
higher predictive accuracy than the model that considers only the nonlinearity of a hedonic function, i.e., 
the AD model. These results confirm the importance of considering the spatial dependence. The spatial 
models demonstrate a similar prediction performance, and the fact that the performance of the OLS_23 
model is as high as that of other spatial models is worth further investigation. However, the performance 
of the EM algorithm is not comparable with that of the Kriging or GWR model.  
In this empirical analysis, dealing with anisotropy and non-stationarity has not contributed to the 
improvement of spatial prediction accuracy. However, the anisotropy in this study is modeled as 
geometric anisotropy, and sill anisotropy is ignored. Hence, it cannot be safely concluded that anisotropy 
control of the observations does not contribute to an improvement of spatial prediction accuracy.  
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Fig. 1. (a) (UL) Locations of the apartments covered the study and the rent (n = 529) and validation data (n = 
150); (b) (UR) Semi-variogram along four directions; (c) (LL) Plot of non-linear components of the AD model. 
The shaded region represents plus and minus twice the estimated (clockwise) standard error (L: train, R: floor 
area (log), y-axis indicates the estimated log rent price). 
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Table 1. Parameter estimates 
 
㻌  OLS OLS_23 AD GAD_23 
㻌  Coef. t p Coef. t p Coef. t p Coef. t P 
constant 9.216  123  㻖㻖㻌 9.371  147  㻖㻖㻌 8.480  7.4  㻖㻖㻌 8.521 5.6  㻖㻖㻌
train –0.01710  –15  㻖㻖㻌 –0.007410  –4.8  㻖㻖㻌   㻌
–
0.002811 –1.6  㻚㻌
walk –0.01326  –6.5  㻖㻖㻌 –0.009066 –5.5  㻖㻖㻌 –0.01036 –6.0  㻖㻖㻌
–
0.005809 –4.2  㻖㻖㻌
floor area 
(log) 1.878  46  㻖㻖㻌 1.794  58  㻖㻖㻌   㻌   㻌 㻌
age (sqr) –0.05483  –7.1  㻖㻖㻌 –0.05596  –9.6  㻖㻖㻌 –0.05649 –8.7  㻖㻖㻌 –0.05862 –13  㻖㻖㻌
bus –0.02801  –4.0  㻖㻖㻌 –0.01945  –3.5  㻖㻖㻌 –0.02721 –4.7  㻖㻖㻌 –0.01833 –3.6  㻖㻖㻌
reinforced  
concrete  0.05761  2.4  㻖㻌 0.04338  2.4  㻖㻌 0.06114 3.1  㻖㻖㻌 0.04328 3.0  㻖㻖㻌
parking lot  0.2930  6.6  㻖㻖㻌 0.2063  6.1  㻖㻖㻌 0.1671 4.3  㻖㻖㻌 0.1023 3.7  㻖㻖㻌
Self-
locking  0.07098  3.3  㻖㻖㻌 0.05093  3.2  㻖㻖㻌 0.06331 3.5  㻖㻖㻌 0.03735 2.9  㻖㻖㻌
BoT, 
Tokyo  –0.06610  –2.3  㻖㻌 –0.03990  –1.8  㻚㻌 –0.04921 –2.1  㻖㻌 –0.02939 –1.6  㻌 㻌
chuo  㻌  㻌  –0.1624  –3.8  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.04492 –0.81  㻌 㻌
minato  㻌  㻌  0.1169  2.7  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.02749 –0.44  㻌 㻌
shinjuku  㻌  㻌  –0.07652  –1.8  㻚㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.05599 –1.1  㻌 㻌
bunkyo  㻌  㻌  –0.2067  –4.7  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1132  –2.3  㻖㻌
taito 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.2787  –6.2  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1671 –2.7  㻖㻖㻌
sumida 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3363  –7.2  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1711 –2.4  㻖㻌
koutou 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3617  –7.7  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.2074 –2.6  㻖㻖㻌
shinagawa 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.1526  –3.4  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1601 –1.9  㻚㻌
meguro 㻌  㻌  㻌  0.04428  0.94  㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1257 –1.6  㻌 㻌
ota 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.2631  –4.8  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1417 –1.4  㻌 㻌
setagaya 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.1129  –2.2  㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1670  –1.9  㻚㻌
shibuya 㻌  㻌  㻌  0.07876  1.8  㻚㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.02677 –0.40  㻌 㻌
nakano 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.2925  –5.8  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1314 –1.8  㻚㻌
suginami 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.2225  –4.5  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.0879 –1.1  㻌 㻌
toshima 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.2482  –5.6  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.09538 –1.5  㻌 㻌
kita 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3658  –8.0  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1505 –2.2  㻖㻌
arakawa 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3866  –8.4  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.2234 –3.5  㻖㻖㻌
itabashi 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3920  –7.9  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1554 –2.2  㻖㻌
nerima 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3272  –6.1  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.1032 –1.4  㻌 㻌
adachi 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.4049  –6.7  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.2261 –2.5  㻖㻌
katsushika 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.4237  –7.5  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.2754 –3.1  㻖㻖㻌
edogawa 㻌  㻌  㻌  –0.3587  –6.9  㻖㻖㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 –0.2772 –2.9  㻖㻖㻌
variance of 
error 0.0376  0.0208  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  
AIC –222  –516  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  
adjusted 
R^2 0.8711 0.9290  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  㻌  
㻌   df knots 㻌  df knots 㻌  
f(train) 
 
3.755 14  㻌 㻌  㻌  㻌  
f(floor area 
(log)) 6.849 36  㻌 6.133 36  㻌  
S(s) 㻌  㻌  㻌  24.51 50  㻌  
㻌  Signif. codes:  ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 
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Table 2. Prediction accuracy assessment 
㻌  
㻌  
Linear Semiparametric 
OLS OLS _23 
Kriging 
_iso. 
Kriging 
_aniso. EM AD 
AD 
_23 GAD 
GAD 
_23 GWR SAPS 
RMSPE 1.61  1.09  1.10  1.10  1.16  1.36  0.972  0.931  0.933  1.06  1.10  
RMSPE 
transform 19.4  12.6  12.9  12.8  13.7  15.9  11.4  11.1  11.0  12.7  12.7  
 
 
Fig. 2. Plot of prediction errors (UL: OLS, UR: AD, LL: GAD, LR: GWR) 
Fig. 4 shows the plot of the prediction error of the OLS, AD, GAD, and GWR models. With respect to 
the OLS model, positive and negative errors are observed towards the southwest and northeast city areas, 
respectively. The distribution of the prediction error of the AD model is similar to that of the OLS model. 
On the other hand, the distribution of prediction errors has been improved when the GAD model is used. 
The results obtained using the remaining spatial models, i.e., the OLS_23, AD_23, kriging, EM, and 
SAPS models, are not shown because their distributions are quite similar to that of the GAD model. 
Lastly, the use of the GWR model results in an improvement of the distribution of positive and negative 
prediction errors, which is not as significant as the improvement achieved with the GAD model. 
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6. Conclusions 
In this study, the predictive performance of various spatial prediction models used in spatial 
econometrics, spatial statistics, and semiparametric statistics has been compared using apartment rent data 
from Tokyo. The predictive accuracy of the eleven spatial models covered by this study do not differ 
significantly, even though the geoadditive model, which considers both the spatial dependence of the 
observations and the nonlinearity of the hedonic function, is characterized by the highest predictive 
accuracy. These results suggest that the geoadditive model has high potential for spatial prediction 
purposes and as an alternative to popular prediction/interpolation methods like kriging. The spatial 
models also improve the concentration of positive and negative prediction errors; however, the 
improvement is less significant when the GWR is used. In the future research, we need to develop a 
mathematically sound method for dealing with sill anisotropy. 
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